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Smile Exercise for iOS - A New App to Workout Your Smiles
Published on 02/13/17
Independent developer, Jaime Torres introduces Smile Exercise 1.0 for iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch devices. Smile Exercise was developed specifically to workout those smiles.
Users are required to take three smiling trainings. Once a training is selected, the app
will use the front camera to take photos of the user as it detects that they are smiling.
When the training session is completed, an animation of all the photos taken are presented
along with an option to share the animation as a GIF.
Juana Diaz, Puerto Rico - Independent developer, Jaime Torres is proud to announce the
release of Smile Exercise 1.0 for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices, an app to workout
your smiles. Smile Exercise offers anyone the opportunity to finish 3 smiling trainings
where the users are required to smile to complete them.
There are 3 trainings available, which consists of doing a smile training of 5, 10 or 20
smiles. The user selects one of the trainings available depending on the quantity of
smiles they feel like doing at the moment. Once a training is selected, the app will use
the front camera and will take photos of the user when it detects that the user is
smiling. There are instructions that tell the user to smile or stop smiling. When the
training session is completed an animation of all the photos taken is presented along with
an option to share the photos animation as a GIF.
"I read in an article that the average smiles of an adult is 20 smiles per day," explained
Jaime Torres, developer of Smile Exercise. "I hope this app help increase that number."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 9.3 or later
* Universal Application
* 1.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Smile Exercise 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or an equivalent amount in other currencies) and is
available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Health and Fitness category.
For more information, please contact Jaime Torres.
Smile Exercise 1.0:
http://jaimetorresapps.zohosites.com
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/smile-exercise/id1197924629
Screenshot:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple122/v4/e4/14/60/e41460cc-ea4b-eb1e-fa6efc1b36290e55/screen696x696.jpeg
App Icon:
http://is2.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple111/v4/15/99/8f/15998f30-4f75-1192-9702-f12ec2b5
939b/source/175x175bb.jpg

Jaime Torres is an independent developer that develops apps for the fun of it. All
Material and Software (C) 2017 Jaime Torres. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
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respective owners.
###
Jaime Torres
Owner/Developer
jaimetorresapps@gmail.com
*******
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